ASN Sr. Sec. School
Mayur Vihar-I

SUMMER HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
KG 2017-18

My Name is_____________
I study in class_______
I am ________ years old.
Note: Paste your picture on the face.

That time of year is around the corner,
So we wish you all the best.
At this special time of year:
May your holidays be special,
Filled with happiness and cheer.
Along with fun we learn by doing
Learning is important
As it would give us joy
When we get back to school
We would know a lot more
As home is also my school

Dear Parent
Long summer break is a part of school life! It provides time for rest and leisure for children.
They can just eat, play and make merry! Vacations are a time to reinvigorate and revive. Here
are some interesting activities that will keep them engrossed indoors.
The worksheets are designed in accordance to the child’s interest to make them creative and
innovative. You are requested to guide your ward and allow him/her to do the homework by
himself/herself.
Note: All the worksheets are to be sent back on 10/07/2017 in a handmade folder with the
pocket inside. We will intimate the date for the submission of craft work.

 Maths- Number Sense – Do Pg No.-18,21,22,23,24,25, 38, 39, 46, 47 & 54
 Hindi- Protein A- Do Pg No.- 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 33, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, 45, 48, 49, 52

Using cutouts from magazines, newspapers,
paste pictures of things we use for keeping
ourselves clean. Ex: Soaps, shampoos, toothbrush, hairbrush etc.
Note: Use only 2 pages front and back for the above mentioned scrapbook activity.

Let’s Get Started:

“There are many little ways to widen your world. Love of books is the best of all.”
Here are some tips to help you to enhance your reading at home.
Find a suitable place for reading of the bed time stories maybe in the midst of pillows.
Talk about cover page and back page and also tell who the author is.
Hold the book in such a position that you see the pictures, also flip the pages.
Tell your parent to read a story to you daily. Use finger to move from left to right. Try to blend
and read.
Take time to look at and talk about the pictures. Comprehension of the story begins by the
reading habit.
English- Fitzroy Reader- Chapter- Ann and Mal, Tom cat and Jim rat
Some of the suggested story books are:
Lady Bird series, Peter and Jane series, Pepper Series, Peppa pig series, First favourite tales,
Fairy friends, Berstain books etc.

Note: During holidays child should learn 1 or 2 of his/her favourite stories by heart. They can
see the videos for dramatization, so that he/she is able to narrate the same in the special
assembly when the school reopens.

You will come dressed up in the costume of one of the characters of the story for narration on
special assembly day. Note the schedule.
ROLL NO.
1 TO 8
9 TO 16
17 TO 24

DATE
12.7.17
13.7.17
19.7.17
20.7.17
26.7.17
27.7.17

SECTION
Kg- C,D,E
Kg- A,B
Kg- C,D,E
Kg- A,B
Kg- C,D,E
Kg- A,B

Using A4 Size Cartridge, draw and colour on
Sheet on any one of the topics given below:
 Healthy Food
 Personal Hygiene
 Go Green
 Save Earth

ROLL NO.
25 TO 32
33 TO 40

DATE
2.8.17
3.8.17
9.8.17
10.8.17

SECTION
Kg- C,D,E
Kg- A,B
Kg- C,D,E
Kg- A,B

DAD
When I was born,
You were there to hold me whenever I fell and wherever.
When I said my first words,
You were there for me,
To teach me the whole dictionary if need be.
When I took my first step.
You were there to encourage me on.
When I had my first day at school,
You were there to give me advice and help me with my homework.
And I know you will be always there for me what I want to be in life
So I just wrote this to say 'I LOVE YOU DAD!!!'

Father’s Day- 18th June,2017
Party Time – Let your child make a card using vegetable print/ dry flowers etc. Prepare
lemonade and some snacks for the family and enjoy the party. Don’t forget to click some
pictures for your memory. Play the music on xylophone or by making your own instruments
(Jaltarang).

What is needed?
 5 or more drinking glasses or glass bottles/glass bowls.
 Water
 Wooden stick such as a pencil.

How to use?
 Line the glasses up next to each other and fill them with different amount of water. The first
should have just a little water while the last should be almost full, the ones in between
should have slightly more than the last.

 Tune the glass with the least amount of water and observe the sound, then the glass with
more water, which makes the louder sound?
 Tune the other glasses and see what noise they make, see if you can get a tune going by
striking the glasses in a certain order.
 Each of the glasses will have a different tone when struck with the pencil; the glass with
more water would have the lowest tone while the glass with the less water would have the
highest. Small vibrations are made when you strike the glass.
THEME OF THE YEAROur school has taken the initiative to contribute towards UN Sustainable Development Goals
by sensetizing and educating children of the need to save our resources and to make our earth a
better place to live in. To achieve these goals some activities in relevance have been
incorporated in the holiday homework.
1. Life below water
2. Life on land
3. Affordable & clean energy
4. Clean water & sanitation
5. Good health & well being

“Healthy mind lives in a healthy body.”

 Brush teeth twice daily.
 Take a bath every day.
 Trim nails regularly.
 Wash hands before and after meals.
 Keeping the house and surroundings clean.

 Avoid littering around and always throw garbage into the dustbin.
 Avoid throwing things out of the windows of the car or school bus.

To sensitize children for the sustainability of these goals, parents are requested to talk to their
child about the goal he has been allotted. Child will be asked to speak few lines about his
model. (These models will be displayed on the exhibition). Some pictures are given below for
idea. Kindly surf Google for creative ideas to make 3-D models/hanging mobiles/ Scrolls-using
2 hands/ model of earth/ bags/ photo frame / /Masks by use waste materials. Use eco-friendly
material only.
Roll no-1 to 7-Marine Life
Roll no-8 to 14-Save energy
Roll no-15 to 21-Save Earth
Roll no-22 to 28-Go green
Roll no-29 to 36-Health & hygiene
Roll no-37 to 40-Save Wild life

Come on Friends let us take some measures to be Eco- Friendly. Look at
the two pictures and put a ( ) on the correct option which will help us to
conserve energy.

Stop wastage of water, colour the correct pictures

Put a cross on wrong habits and colour the correct ones to keep the surroundings clean

Circle the good habits to stay fit and healthy and cross the wrong ones.

We understand the importance of trees and why should we plant them. Plants and
trees gives us so many things which we use in our day-to-day- life.
Activity- Cut the tree from the outline and paste it on the scrapbook then put 6 things which
we get from trees in 6 small pouches and stick them on the tree. Example- tree bark (dalchini),
medicine (pudinhara) etc.

